
Survey Responses

 weren’t satisfied with the District’s official logo.

 felt the official logo wasn’t being used consistently throughout the District.

 felt it was important to have a unified logo throughout the District.

 felt it was important to have a distinct logo throughout the District and not 

repurpose a college or professional sports team.

 felt it was important to have a NEW unified logo throughout the District.



Survey Responses

 preferred the District’s Athletics and Academics logos to be similar or 

complement each other.



High standards of education, unpretentious people.  

Friendly, comfortable, productive and supportive 

community.  Big city quality, small town humility.

Fantastic teachers who invest into their students to succeed. 

A big school in a small town
Forward-thinking, innovative, community centered, student 

centered, promoting values

A district on the rise!

Traditional, Friendly, Safe, Welcoming, 

Top Notch Teaching Staff, Supportive

American hometown pride 
Great school system! Community is involved 

at all levels. Constantly keeping a high 

standard in academics and other areas.
Milford is a school that is reflective of 

community values and instills pride in 

students from the beginning. Once an Eagle 

always an Eagle.

Smart, hard-working, resourceful, optimistic, traditional, no-nonsense

Separate schools but one community. 

Big goals, small feel, personal, rigorous, fierce.

I love Milford, the academics are excellent, the 

neighborhood is awesome and the extracurricular 

programs are many and accessible. The history and 

culture of the neighborhood combined with so many top 

notch people makes it hard to beat. 

Big school with a small home town feel!  #wingsup  





36 High Schools with Eagle Mascots

OHSAA



“M”S IN USE
MILFORD



Positioning Traditional

Modern

CustomExisting



Positioning Traditional

Modern

CustomExisting 2018



KIT OF PARTS
MILFORD



EFFECTIVE CONSISTENT ADAPTABLE TIMELESS UNIQUESIMPLE

Elements of a Good Logo



Brandmark



Lettermarks



Eagle and Wing Marks



PLAN
MILFORD

• Replace items in their natural cycle

•

Make official logo available to community sports


